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Abstract:
College students live in a world where financial struggles and hardships take away from a lot of
their freedoms after graduation. The ongoing student debt issues have crippled many of their
freedoms and put limitations on the various luxuries they should be able to enjoy after
completing the long journey of getting a degree. Through a few simply yet effective methods I
think that there are ways to combat this wicked problem, things such as lowering the price of
tuition, distributing more financial aid to students, and reducing the rate of interest attached to
loans that some students may be obligated to take out. Doing so will lower the debts that
graduates struggle from with student loans and benefit society as it will help to maintain a fluid
economy through a financially secure upcoming generation.

As we begin to dive into the ongoing crisis associated with the American education
system. First think of a time where you or someone you know had to repay some form of debt,
whether this was as big as a loan for a car or a house, or as simple as repaying a friend. It is
something that needs to be treated with urgency and financial intelligence. This is something that
almost every student who furthers their education will have to deal with at some point in their
journey. Why is this the case? This is because roughly 70% of college students will have to
resort to some form of student loan to help finance the costly price of attending a university.
Furthering one’s education is a great step to finding a stable job to support themselves in the
future, but unfortunately doing so comes with a rather pricey cost attached with it. I feel strongly
about the fact that graduation should come with the rewarding feeling of relief, the feeling that
you finally made it through and can proceed to start your journey in life. Though, over the years
that idea is become more and more faint. An article, “10 ways student debt can derail your life”
shows many of the negative, life changing ways that student debt can intervene with one’s life.
Things such as lower credit scores, unable to finance a house or car, being disqualified from
potential job opportunities, these are all a result of student debt getting out of control (Williams).
This is an article that isn’t intended to blow the audience away with their statistics, they are not
here to amaze people with unbelievable numbers. They simply chose the route to take issues that
were already known by the public, and to shine more light on them and key in on many of the
overlooked aspects of student debt and how it can completely change the course of a student’s
life. In saying so, they highlight why the looming stressors of student debts and years of
repayment in the back of a graduate’s mind is a serious matter and needs to be adjusted. This is
all a product of the rising costs of tuition and expenses that come with going to college, therefor
lowering the costs will also lower the debts as well.

A wicked problem is an issue that doesn’t have one simple answer. It is a problem that
requires a wide range of solutions and methods to combat it and reduce its negative effects. Now,
in relation to that, the wicked problem at hand here is the fact that student debts are nearly
impossible to eliminate or reduce with the education system in America and how it’s been
established for many years. This is a problem that doesn’t have a clear-cut solution and has the
potential to branch into different problems and debates such as, what about graduates who have
already successfully paid off their student debts? Is it fair to them to eliminate a long-time
hardship that they were forced to deal with, while the new generation is granted the luxury of an
easier path to success? As well as how would an increase in government funding for college
students effect the rest of society? How would taxes and university staff members be affected?
Though these are all notable questions, that is why this is deemed a wicked problem.
Fortunately, there are a few ways that can contribute to reducing the drastic impacts this issue
can have on students. Starting with providing more government funding in forms of grants and
scholarships, rather than loans and other forms of repayable assets. If you are unaware as to what
this means, students can be provided with grants based off their household income and parents’
marital status. While similarly, scholarships are given through many different things such as
writing a short essay, an impressive high school academic resume, or things such as sports and
other talents. Both of these are amounts of money given to a student that are like a gift, in other
words they are not required to be paid back or reimbursed for. Where in contrast to this, loans
and borrowed money is a sum of money given to a student on the basis that it will be repaid in a
timely manner, plus interest tacked on. This is a critical part of how debt accumulates, because
these loans are sitting collecting interest for the years that they are unable to be paid for. Putting
this in perspective, according to www.studentloanhero.com, among the class of 2019 roughly

69% of students were required to take out a loan to contribute towards their college careers. Of
these loans they accumulated an average of $29,900 in debt through private and federal
organizations (Kantrowitz). Now keep in mind, these are loans. Additional money that was
necessary on top of any other scholarships and grants that may have been provided. On top of
this, this is only an average as well. Which means there are also individuals out there with more
than that grand total that they are stuck with. Many of these people who simply are unable to
control the fact that they will eventually be worse off than others. For example, stated in,
www.thebalance.com, statistically speaking, woman and minorities are often hit with the brunt of
the student debt totals more so than anyone else. How is this fair? Why does gender and race
have any correlation and impede a person’s financial freedom? This is because roughly 71%
percent of African American students were obligated to borrow federal loans compared to 56%
of all other students (Lake). Furthering the aid provided to balance out this range gap and
ultimately lower the debt crisis as a whole should be something that is done in order to provide
students with a more successful path to thrive. Granted, all of one’s school expenses would be
nearly possible to pay for through different forms of funding that don’t come out of your pocket,
but I believe that nearly $30,000 dollars is something that is just far too high for a student. An
increase in grants and scholarships will allow a student to have the luxury of attending a school
while being awarded relief packages that allow them to do so more comfortably. The system
implicated as of right now almost appears to be setting students up for failure. In the article
“American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education” the author zones in on a real-world example to
give the audience a better feel for the debt crisis. It states that a pharmacist who has work
experience in the field and is making $120,270 on average in the year 2016. Now this is a person
doing very well for themselves, but the amount borrowed to get them through their schooling has

also increased as well. From 2009, $101,892 in borrowed money to $163,494 in the year 2017
(Ulbrich 81). That’s roughly a 62% increase in money borrowed over an eight year span of time,
which implies that the overall amount of debt is climbing rather than slowly decreasing. This is
what is meant when I say that the current education system is setting its students up for many
hardships and struggles.
In addition to providing more grants and scholarships, I believe a solution to the debt
crisis could also be a reduce in interest rates when loans do need to be taken out. As stated in
www.thebalance.com, the average interest rate for graduate loans is 5.84%. Which to many may
seem like a rather small amount, but over years and years of repayment, that nearly six percent
will add up quickly. This is why I believe strictly for student loans that there should be a smaller
portion of interest added to the final amount that will be returned. The stress of dealing with
these types of major finances is already a lot on one’s plate, additional rates and charges is
simply adding more of a hassle and making it a much more difficult process of repaying.
Eliminating interest on student loans completely would be a nice thing to ask for, but
unfortunately it would make private and federal organizations much more skeptical considering
they aren’t gaining anything from lending. Therefor if lenders and receivers could reach a middle
ground between no interest at all, and the levels at where we stand at today, I believe that would
be the best and most realistic solution.
This brings me to my next point. I strongly feel as if the cost of tuition as a whole was
lowered that this would be the most beneficial source of relief towards the outrageous student
debt totals. This the cause of debt in the first place, all the other factors are simply a product of
this issue. If enrollment costs were reduced, then interest rates and additional aid and funding
wouldn’t be as pressing of a concern. Many people look at this possible solution and think that it

could never work considering that universities wouldn’t agree because they would lose money
required to maintain the facilities and keep the foundation growing. This is not true though,
because reducing the cost would make a wider range of high school graduates more prone to go
to college. Web article www.muse.jhu.edu, describes that there has been a large decrease in
college completion rates. They go on to say that this is closely connected to the rising costs of
tuition, swaying students to pursue the cheaper route of community college. Furthermore,
providing students with a more appealing price tag will ultimately result in a higher demand for
enrollment which as an end result will leave universities with the same if not more money
coming in than where they stand today.
Now as you read, I understand that this may seem like a rather tall task to accomplish
considering that the American education system has been so well developed thus far. In reality
though, it is just doing small things that can work together as a whole to combat the ongoing
struggle of college debts. Building off my last paragraph, online web article from
www.forbes.com states “The goal for most schools that reduce their net price is to make up for
any reduction in the net price per student with an increase in enrollment. The assumption is that
the lower published price will encourage more students to consider the school and, as long as the
school can show that they have the programs and other activities that the students’ want, they
will be able to grow their enrollment.” This is one of the many small changes that I am implying
that is very doable and will benefit not only the students, but the universities and society as a
whole. How will reducing student debts help society? Because when the upcoming generation of
students graduate and are out in their adult lives, businesses and other markets rely on financial
stability to run properly. For example, if a student can’t afford to purchase a house or a car
because they are still having a hard time to pay their student loans, then that will ultimately affect

the members that work in that field as well. The economy typically operates like a chain reaction
and if you remove the ability for the next generation to live their life with financial
comfortability then nearly all of the society will suffer.
In conclusion, the widespread student debt crisis in America is a problem that comes with
many different perspectives and potential solutions. This problem, though it is wicked, can still
be controlled and fixed. I believe that through tactics such as increasing funding for students,
lowering interest rates on repayable loans, and reducing the overall price to attend a four year
university we as a country can collectively work together to help combat this ongoing problem.
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